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means disqualification at a 
judged show. 

until the roper has thrown his 
rope," Carter detailed. Two 
loops are allowed, based on 
individual association rules. 

push backward in a straight 
line. Horses ducking off ei
ther direction or shying from 
the rope receive sharp point 
deductions. 

For The Love Of Horses 

Calf roping horses are 
judged on entering the box, 
manners behind the barrier, 
waiting until the barrier 
opens before leaving, speed 
to calf, rating calf, stop, 
working the rope and man
ners while roper is returning 
to the horse after tie has been 
made. A neck rope, to pre
vent dragging, must be used 
on the horse 

"The horse begins to stop 
when the roper pitches his 
slack. He should drop his 
rear and start to slide, drop 
the front end and brace him
self," Carter explained. Rear
ing is highly punished. 

"If the horse stops in such 
a manner as to pull the calf 
upside down with all four 
legs in the air at the same 
time, this will be cause for 
disqualification in some as
sociations." Carter clarified. 

1'3~ "fran-k J. f3uc~man 

Perfection In Horse Work 
Essential For Winning Roping Runs Ideal position for a tie

down roping horse going 
down the arena is directly 
behind the calfs tail. "The . 
horse runs to that position, 
breaks to the same speed as 
the calf and remains there 

When the stop is properly 
executed, the calf stays at the 
end of the rope. Then the 
horse should immediately 

Jerk lines (to encourage 
horse to back promptly). ai

Continued on page 9 
Focus and survival are es

sential whether on the horse 
roping, or the one judging 
the run. 

Joe Carter, Canadian 
cowboy, farrier and interna
tioually acclaimed horse 
show judge, emphasized 
those requirements in open
ing remarks about roping for 
the International Equine 
Judges Seminar in Okla
homa City. 

. While entries in jackpot 
and rodeo roping events are 
setting records in numbers, 
and times of runs, quality of 
performance is often not at 
'the highest level. "Time is all 
that matters. It doesn't make 
any difference how I look," 
many team ropers have con
tended. 

There is truth in the first 
statement, but the second 
will draw contradiction from 
those who "know how and 
do it right." They are con
cerned about every step from 
entering the arena to walking 

· away from a completed win
ning roping run that is as 

sometimes ignored, humane 
treatment of livestock is es
sential in order to perpetuate 
these events, Chilton-Moore. 
emphasized. 

"There will always be 
somebody looking over the 
fence trying to find fault with 
the way we ride our horses 
and handle the cattle. We 
must be the most humane 
possible in every regard," she 
stressed. 

Tie-Down Roping 
"Being ready and the 

horse acting so anxious or 
nervous in the box as to give 
the roper problems are two 
different things," according 
to Carter. 

A horse will be penalized 
for moving around exces
sively in the box, rearing, 
freezing or turning his head 
at a severe angle. Three re
fusals to go into the box 
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Continued from page 8 
though now commonly used 
by professional ropers, are il
legal in judged competitions. 

The horse must keep the 
rope tight as the roper throws 
the calf, ties three legs and 
walks back to the horse and 
remounts. "Only then can the 
horse, upon cue from the 
roper, walk forward and 
allow slack to come in the 
rope," Carter said. Calf is re
quired to remain tied until 
the horse has loosened the 
rope. 

Heading And Heeling 
Team roping horses are 

evaluated in the box like tie
down horses. Out of the box, 
heading is judged on ability 
of the horse to run, rate speed 

of steer, position behind left 
hip of steer, set steer, turn 
and pull steer into position 
for the heeler and the face. 

"As the horse leaves the 
box, preferably in the left 
lead, it should be one 
smooth, continuous motion. 
with the top line of the horse 
level all the way," Carter de
scribed. "After the steer is 
roped and dallied, the horse 
must set the steer, dropping 
his rear end to the ground 
turning steer to the left. Then 
the horse needs to pivot on 
his left hind leg and come up 
out of the set and lead the 
steer to the left." 

When facing, the heading 
horse must come around flat, 
without rearing, and then 

stay back on the rope. "After 
the face is completed, the 
heading horse needs to be 
looking straight down the 
rope, with both the head and 
heel ropes tight," Carter 
summarized. 

A heeling horse is judged 
on ease of manner in which it 
enters the box, runs to the 
steer, turns and prepares for 
the heeler to throw a loop 
and holds the steer without 
being pulled out of the stop. 
A legal heel catch holds from 
behind the steer's shoulder 
and back, around the flank, 
or on one or both heels, but 
not by the tail only. 

The heel horse needs to 
come out smooth, move to 
the right and a little to the 

rear of the steer, with the ex
ception of the left-handed 
heeler who will be on the 
right side of the steer. 

"When the steer is turned, 
the heeling horse shouldn't 
have to change stride or 
pace, but keep the same 
rhythm as he moves in on the 
steer and gets in position," 
Carter noted. "After the 
header has roped the steer 
and turned to the left, the 
heeling horse needs to come 
to a position just off the 
steer's left hip, and remain 
there until the heeler releases 
his rope." 

There are basically two 
styles in how the heel horse 
approaches the steer after it 
has been set: cut in straight 
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to the hip or swing around 
and approach the steer from 
behind. "Either of these is 
permissible, but the horse 
that drops his shoulder and 
ducks straight into the steer 
will be penalized, as is one 
that runs into and hits the 
steer," Carter compared. 

Heeling horses should 
come around the corner turn
ing flat, with their head 
down, get in his position and 
hold it. "When the heeler re-

leases his rope, the horse 
must drop his rear end into 
the ground, stop and remain 
there," according to Carter. 

Roping runs on videos, 
from the World Champi
onship Quarter Horse Show 
in Oklahoma City, were cri
tiqued by Carter. Profession
al .rodeo cowboys, roping in 
the judged events, included 
Trevor Brazile, Blair Burke 
and J.D. Yates, among 
others. 



Perfection In Horse Work Essential For Winning Roping Runs 

Focus and survival are essential whether on the horse roping, or the one judging the run. 
Joe Carter, Canadian cowboy, farrier and internationally acclaimed horse show judge, emphasized those 

requirements in opening remarks about roping for the International Equine Judges Seminar in Oklahoma City. 
While entries in jackpot and rodeo roping events are setting records in numbers, and times of runs, quality 

of performance is often not at the highest level. "Time is all that matters. It doesn't make any difference how I 
look," many team ropers have contended. 

There is truth in the first statement, but the second will draw contradiction from those who "know how and 
do it right." They are concerned about every step from entering the arena to walking away from a completed 
winning roping run that is as near-perfect as possible. 

Therefore, many of the world champion professional rodeo tie-down ropers and team roping headers and 
heelers are frequently in winners' pictures at the World Championship Quarter Horse, Paint Horse, Appaloosa, 
Palomino and Pinto Shows. 

Cindy Chilton-Moore, former executive of the Palomino Horse Breeders Association in Tulsa and now a full
time horse show judge, assisted Carter, a former calf roper, in the roping presentation. The seminar, sponsored 
by the Color Breed Council, involved ten horse breed associations. 

While time is not considered in judging of rope horses at registered shows, when the run is done correctly, 
it will still most often have the fastest time, according to Carter. "I used to have two main interests: No. 1: Rope 
calves. No.2: Rope some more calves," he added. 

"I never did team rope, but I've spent considerable time watching, listening and judging team roping with 
two of the best team ropers and judges in the world: Billy Allen and Wayne Jordan," Carter pointed out. 

Often forgotten, and sometimes ignored, humane treatment of livestock is essential in order to perpetuate 
these events, Chilton-Moore emphasized. 

"There will always be somebody looking over the fence trying to find fault with the way we ride our horses 
and handle the cattle. We must be the most humane possible in every regard," she stressed. 

Tie-Down Roping 
"Being ready and the horse acting so anxious or nervous in the box as to give the roper problems are two 

different things," according to Carter. 
A horse will be penalized for moving around excessively in the box, rearing, freezing or turning his head at 

a severe angle. Three refusals to go into the box means disqualification at a judged show. 
Calf roping horses are judged on entering the box, manners behind the barrier, waiting until the barrier opens 

before leaving, speed to calf, rating calf, stop, working the rope and manners while roper is returning to the 
horse after tie has been made. A neck rope, to prevent dragging, must be used on the horse 

Ideal position for a tie-down roping horse going down the arena is directly behind the calf's tail. "The horse 
runs to that position, breaks to the same speed as the calf and remains there until the roper has thrown his 
rope," Carter detailed. Two loops are allowed, based on individual association rules. 

"The horse begins to stop when the roper pitches his slack. He should drop his rear and start to slide, drop 
the front end and brace himself," Carter explained. Rearing is highly punished. 

When the stop is properly executed, the calf stays at the end of the rope. Then the horse should immedi
ately push backward in a straight line. Horses ducking off either direction or shying from the rope receive sharp 
point deductions. 

"If the horse stops in such a manner as to pull the calf upside down with all four legs in the air at the same 
time, this will be cause for disqualification in some associations," Carter clarified. 

Jerk lines (to encourage horse to back promptly}, although now commonly used by professional ropers, are 
illegal in judged competitions. 

The horse must keep the rope tight as the roper throws the calf, ties three legs and walks back to the horse 
and remounts. "Only then can the horse, upon cue from the roper, walk forward and allow slack to come in the 
rope," Carter said. Calf is required to remain tied until the horse has loosened the rope. 

Heading And Heeling 
Team roping horses are evaluated in the box like tie-down horses. Out of the box, heading is judged on abil

ity of the horse to run, rate speed of steer, position behind left hip of steer, set steer, turn and pull steer into 
position for the heeler and the face. 

"As the horse leaves the box, preferably in the left lead, it should be one smooth, continuous motion, with 
the top line of the horse level all the way," Carter described. "After the steer is roped and dallied, the horse 
must set the steer, dropping his rear end to the ground turning steer to the left. Then the horse needs to pivot 
on his left hind leg and come up out of the set and lead the steer to the left." 

When facing, the heading horse must come around flat, without rearing, and then stay back on the rope. 
"After the face is completed, the heading horse needs to be looking straight down the rope, with both the head 
and heel ropes tight," Carter summarized. 



A heeling horse is judged on ease of manner in which it enters the box, runs to the steer, turns and prepares 
for the heeler to throw a loop and holds the steer without being pulled out of the stop. A legal heel catch holds 
from behind the steer's shoulder and back, around the flank, or on one or both heels, but not by the tail only. 

The heel horse needs to come out smooth, move to the right and a little to the rear of the steer, with the 
exception of the left-handed heeler who will be on the right side of the steer. 

"When the steer is turned, the heeling horse shouldn't have to change stride or pace, but keep the same 
rhythm as he moves in on the steer and gets in position," Carter noted. "After the header has roped the steer 
and turned to the left, the heeling horse needs to come to a position just off the steer's left hip, and remain 
there until the heeler releases his rope." 

There are basically two styles in how the heel horse approaches the steer after it has been set: cut in straight 
to the hip or swing around and approach the steer from behind. "Either of these is permissible, but the horse 
that drops his shoulder and ducks straight into the steer will be penalized, as is one that runs into and hits the 
steer," Carter compared. 

Heeling horses should come around the corner turning flat, with their head down, get in his position and hold 
it. "When the heeler releases his rope, the horse must drop his rear end into the ground, stop and remain 
there," according to Carter. 

Roping runs on videos, from the World Championship Quarter Horse Show in Oklahoma City, were critiqued 
by Carter. Professional rodeo cowboys, roping in the judged events, included Trevor Brazile, Blair Burke and 
J.D. Yates, among others. 

Joe Carter, St. George, Ontario, Canada, has 
judged horses throughout the world, including the 
World Championship Quarter Horse Show, where 
he has most recently served as monitor for the 
judges' panel. He discussed evaluation of tie-down 
and team roping horses as part of the Internation
al Equine Judges Seminar, sponsored by the 
Color Breed Council, in Oklahoma City. 


